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ABSTRACT

Today there are many websites that offer food hunting. However, the available websites are not considering on the user’s health and Body Mass Index (BMI). Furthermore, there is a research by WHO that ranked Malaysian as the fattest among Country in South Asia. Basically, the purpose of this research is to develop, integrate and evaluate the web-based application Recommendation of Meals and Restaurant’s Location based on Body Mass Index (MeRLo). The objectives of this research study are to develop a web-based application that suggests suitable meals based on BMI, to integrate a web-based application that can recommend restaurant location based on user’s BMI and to evaluate the helpfulness of the web-based application through Expert Review and User Acceptance Testing. The methodology for this research study is Rapid Application Development (RAD) that consists of four phases which are planning, user design, construction and testing. In this study, the target users for Acceptance Testing are adults ranged 18-30 years old. This research ultimately visualizes for user to make a decision to find restaurant based on their health and BMI. The helpfulness of the web-based application was tested through two testing which are Expert Review and User Acceptance Testing. The tools that is used for the testing is questionnaires which is use expected to acquire the opinions and response from the respondents. From the Expert Review, the results show that there are some amendments have to be made on the application in order to fulfil the requirements of a recommendation website. On the other hand, User Acceptance Testing has shown an impressive result where the mean value for all the helpfulness dimensions are high >4.0. Hence, the overall results show that the development of web-based MeRLo application is able to help user to know their suitable meals and to find restaurant’s location based on their BMI.
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